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A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

February/March 2004

Shock and Awe
Warmongering at Home and Abroad
NIKHILAZIZ &

CAROLSCHACHET
hock and Awe was undoubtedly the
overarching theme of 2003. And one
might well argue, the phrase aptly describes the Bush Administration's agenda
on a range of international and domestic
policies beyond the war against Iraq. In
the face of substantial global opposition
and significant dissent from within the
United States, especially among people of
color who overwhelmingly opposed the
war, George W. Bush invaded Iraq in March
2003. RESIST has been in the thick of the
opposition to the war. Several of our board
members participated in local and national
anti-war demonstrations while others organized, spoke out, or wrote against it. And
RESIST played a role in powering the resistance to it through its funding and Newsletter as well.
It is becoming clearer with every passing
day that the Administration systematically
misled much of this country into making
its case for war on Iraq. Most progressives
realized this from the very beginning. The
rest of the country is now slowly waking
up to this reality as well. The US Chief
Weapons Inspector David Kay, who quit
his job in January 2004, confessed on National Public Radio that no Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD}-the main reason touted for preemptively invading
Iraq- had been found; and then to NBC's
Tom Brokaw, that even the infrastructure to
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create WMD such as
plants and personnel
did not exist. Before
Kay went public, the
Pentagon withdrew a
large subgroup of the
Iraq Survey Group he
headed - ground
forces charged with
locating alleged WMD. RESIST multi-year grantee, the Coalition for the Human Rights
in late 2003, the of Immigrants mobilizes in the streets of New York City. Photo
Carnegie Endow- courtesy of CHRI
Century's report), are becoming more fament for International Peace released a remiliar
to us, even though the ideas have
port that notes "[Bush] Administration ofbeen
in
circulation since at least the 1980s.
ficials systematically misrepresented the
Yet
other
less discussed factors include
threat from Iraq's WMD and ballistic misthe
apocalyptic
thinking that influences
sile programs." Additionally, towards the
both
the
Christian
and the secular Right,
end of 2003, Bush's former treasury secreenabling
the
dangerously
simplistic and
tary Paul O'Neill acknowledged that the Adself-defeating
division
of
the
world into us
ministration had been intent on going after
and
them,
good
and
evil;
and
the imperialSaddam Hussein soon after taking overism
and
structural
racism,
with
its attenlong before the tragic events of Septemdant
arrogance,
that
has
been
inherent
in
ber 11, 2001.
US foreign policy over generations, regardless of which party is in power. Imperialism
Return of the Empire
and
racism have deep roots in US history
The real reasons for this imperialist war
and
foreign
policy.
and the new Bush Doctrine of preemptive
The
events
of Septemb_e r 11, 2001 enstrike are many. Some of the long-standing
abled
this
particular
Administration to get
ones are more well-known to progressives,
away
with
far
more
than
any previous US
such as the US seeking control of global
Administrations.
However,
the Bush Adoil resources and aiding the agenda of its
ministration
did
not
go
unchallenged,
multinational corporations on globalization
whether abroad or at home. While millions
and free trade. Other reasons, such as the
of people protested around the world and
neoconservative-led drive to achieve and
there were massive anti-war demonstramaintain US military hegemony (as documented in the Project for a New American
continued on page two
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Warmongering at Home and Abroad
continued from page one

tions in New York City and San Francisco,
even more importantly, smaller groups like
the North Carolina Coalition for Peace and
Justice mobilized protestors in Durham.
Across the country, the No End Run Committee in Portland, Oregon exposed how
''No Child Left Behind" legislation requires
public schools to release their student lists
to military recruiters. These are just two of
the 141 groups RESIST funded last year.

Civil [Liberties] War at Home
The description of George W. Bush as a
"war president," usually by those justifying his actions, and more recently by himself, could not be more fitting. Not only
has he declared an essentially endless war
on terror, but in the three years since he
has assumed office his Administration has
also launched a war on civil liberties (espe. cially those of immigrants), on domestic
social programs, on the environment, on
labor, and on economic justice within and
outside the United States.
If the USA PATRIOT Act was not scary
enough in terms of the actual and potential
attack on civil liberties, the Attorney General and the Justice Department's secret
Patriot II "missile" (publicized by the Center for Public Integrity) was even more devastating in scope. It included proposals that
allowed for restricting the Freedom of Information Act and the expelling of US legal
residents and even US citizens. While the
PATRIOT Act had been passed by Congress,
· although without meaningful debate, many
of the goals of Patriot II are being pursued
through Executive branch directives.
For example, Attorney General John
Ashcroft declared that undocumented immigrants can be held without bail until their
case is ruled on by an immigration judge if
the government can show that they pose a
threat to national security (see RESIST
Newsletter, July 2003). And the proof the
government needs to show is just an assertion by some agent of the Executive
branch that this is the case. The Administration has consistently rejected the demand by civil liberties and immigrants'
rights groups to disclose the identities of
hundreds of mainly Muslim individuals
swept up in raids since September 11,
2001-a position the Supreme Court validated early this year by declining to hear
an appeal, in effect denying civil liberties
to immigrants, none of whom were even
Page 2

The libertarian, free-marketeering and
pro-corporate agendas drive the
Administration's economic as well as
environmental policies.
charged with terrorism. Additionally, the
not be in the business of economic justice,
Administration has appealed the ruling of
and that the free market should be able to
the Ninth Circuit US Court ofAppeals that
operate unfettered by regulations. But it is
foreign nationals held as "enemy combatachieved in ways that are less obviousants" at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, have a right · drastically reducing the financial resources
to ask a court to examine the legality of
for the programs, rather than actually cuttheir detention.
ting the programs themselves. And it is the
Despite reverses, civil liberties and civil
corporation-politician-lobbyist nexus that
rights groups have not let up their fight. It
operates a revolving door in Washington,
is clear that the brunt of the attack is being
DC and around the country-evident, for
faced by immigrants of color, both undocuinstance, in Dick Cheney's secret energy task
mented and legal, mostly but not only
force, his continuing links to Halliburton,
Muslim. RESIST grantees, such as the
and the no-bid contracts in Iraq to corpoAsian Pacific Islanders for Community
rations (including Halliburton subsidiaries)
Empowerment (API-Force) in San Franthat donated huge sums to politicians. Policisco and the Southeast Asian Freedom
ticians of all stripes are dependent on corporations for financial support in return for
Network (a national coalition), along with
scores of other activist organizations, opwhich they make corporate agendas their
pose forced deportations and are building
continued on page three
movements led by immigrants to support
immigrant rights. The threat to other sections of the population, however, is also
very real, evident in the recent grand jury
subpoenas to anti-war activists in Iowa.
What is less obvious is that while the
events of September 11, 2001 are the public
reason given for this clampdown, in reality
many of these laws have been drafted and
honed by the political Right since the 1970s.

ILLEGITIMATI AUTIIORlff
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Many Wars, Many Fronts
2003 also saw frontal assaults on major
social programs like Medicare and Medicaid. Touted as Bush's prescription bonanza
for seniors, last summer's Mediaare Prescription Drug & Modernization Act actually forbids Medicare from negotiating
lower drug prices. Later in December, the
Medicare legislation that the Administration and its Congressional allies pushed
into law gave the benefits from savings
through negotiated lower prices to forprofit private firms. These firms will operate the drug benefits programs, and they
alone can negotiate lower drug prices with
the pharmaceutical companies.
In large part, the underlying philosophy
of such policies is rooted in libertarian and
conservative thinking that the State should
RESIST Newsletter
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Warmongering at Home and Abroad
continued from page two

policies. And many retired politicians and
government officials make huge salaries as
lobbyists for those very same corporations.
The same libertarian, free-marketeering
and pro-corporate agendas drive the
Administration's economic as well as environmental policies. Under George W. Bush
between two to three million jobs have been
lost although the Administration continues tooting its horn about a rebounding
economy. Progressives can justifiably ask
him, as they did Bill Clinton, "economic
boom for whom?" What's worse, in an economic climate where wage growth has been
the slowest in over four decades this Administration has refused to raise the minimum wage for the lowest income Americans, while consistently giving the wealthiest Americans and corporations huge tax
breaks in each successive year in office.
Additionally, it has tried to push
through proposals ending overtime pay by
sleight of hand through reclassifying lower
and middle income salaried workers as exempt from overtime pay; and lifting restrictions on corporate media ownership limits
in ways that can only further constrict the
free flow of information and corporatize the
news. Since November alone, the Administration has proposed going easy on electric companies' mercury emissions, opening Alaska's North Slope to oil drilling, and
has hounded the environmental NGO
Greenpeace using an obscure 1872 law
against sailor-mongering.
But the news is not all bad. In 2003 ,
RESIST funded 22 groups working for economic justice and labor rights. Among them
was the Kaw Valley Living Wage Alliance
in Lawrence, KS, which won its battle for
workers to earn a living wage. And the Water
Information Network achieved a victory as
well. After many years of targeted effort,
WIN and their allies won protection for
Zuni Salt Lake, NM which had been threatened by a strip-mine project.

Talking [Back] to the "Invisible" Hand
US imperialism means that supporting
the agenda of corporations and free-traders at home (less regulations, more subsidies, and higher tariffs on imports) goes
hand in glove with supporting their agenda
abroad (less regulations, no subsidies, and
no tariffs on imports). Besides undermining a number of international treaties, the
US brought enormous pressure to bear on
Vol. 13, #2

ties and social and
economic justice.
While progressive
activists face significant challenges in
2004, so do those
committed to funding them.
These challenges
go beyond what sort
of projects to fund
and raising the
money
to fund them.
Youth Organizing Communties, a RESIST multi-year grantee,
The clampdown on
mobilizes youth in the Los Angeles Area. Photo courtesy of YOC
civil liberties and the
Third World countries by pushing pro-corchilling climate the Bush Administration
porate structural adjustment policies in inhas created also impacts foundations and
ternational trade negotiations ranging from
NGOs. While the Ford Foundation has
the World Trade Organization (WTO) talks
been under investigation since last year
in Cancun, Mexico, the Free Trade Area of
for its grant-making, groups like the Nathe Americas (FTAA) negotiations in Mitional Lawyers Guild have not escaped scruami, and the Central American Free Trade
tiny either. An Iowa-based NLG chapter's
Agreement (CAFTA) meeting in Washingmembership records were subpoena~d
ton, DC.
early this year, until the subpoenas were
The WTO talks fell through after joint
withdrawn after quick public outcry. Other
resistance by Brazil, India, South Africa,
groups, including the Rainforest Action
China, and 17 other nations- although
Network and GreenPeace-and the list conprogressives need to view this as a tactical
tinues to grow- are experiencing intense inrather than strategic victory. India is govvestigation.
erned by the staunchly pro-capitalist Hindu
During 2003, RESIST awarded just unright-wing Bharatiya Janata Party. Brazil's
der $310,000 to 141 groups across the counruling leftist Workers Party has been movtry. The largest percentage of grants went
ing steadily to the center since Lula asto Community Organizing/Anti-Racism,
sumed office. Thabo Mbeki'sAfrican NaEconomic Justice, and Youth (seepage 7 for
tional Congress (ANC) in South Africa is
a breakdown of grants by category). Geoalmost unrecognizable from theANC of the
graphically, the largest percentage of grants
anti-apartheid struggle, leading to mountwent to groups in the Northwest (32%) and
ing internal dissent from trade unions and
Northeast (23%), with a fairly even distriother progressive sectors.
bution across the remainder of the country
Skepticism is similarly warranted in any
(see page 11 for a geographic breakdown).
hasty celebration of the collapse of the
RESIST proudly awarded two tribute
FTAA negotiations and the Costa Rican
grants in 2003. The Mike Reigle Grant is
exit from the CAFTAmeeting. RESIST realawarded annually in memory of the life and
izes the significance of organizing for glowork of a supporter of prisoners' rights,
bal fair trade here in the US-and in 2003
queer liberation, and the radical movement
one of our grantees was the Student Farmfor justice. California Prison Focus received
worker Alliance, which has been organizthe Mike Reigle Tribute Grant in 2003 for
ing in Florida against "free" trade, particutheir work for the human rights of prisoners.
larly with regard to FTAA and CAFTA.
The Ken Hale Grant is given in memory
of a-beloved, long-time friend and RESIST
RESIST Funding and Updates
Board member to support organizations
Working within this political context,
which ensure that "the voices of those
RESIST continued its cutting-edge grantmost affected are given primacy in the
making in 2003. Many of the grants that
struggle to protect and expand civil, culwere "emergency grants" in 2001 and 2002
tural and political rights, with a high priorbecame programmatic grants in 2003 as ority given to the efforts of indigenous
ganizations institutionalized their strateeo les." In 2003 the Ken Hale Tribute
gies of resistance to the war on civil libercontinued on page four
RESIST Newsletter
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Warmongering at Home and Abroad
continuedfrom page three

Grant was awarded to the Appalachian
Women's Alliance, a multi-ethnic group
organizing women throughout the region
for social justice.
Three new members joined RESIST's
Board in 2003: Cynthia Bargar, Regina
Dyton and Kendra Hoyt. Cynthia is a longtime activist, fund raiser and friend of RESIST. Regina is an HIV/AIDS activist and
organizer. And Kendra brings her experience as a community organizer, anti-war and
women's activist. After many years of
thoughtful and dedicated participation,
RESIST Board member Ty dePass left to
return to graduate school. He remains connected as an advisor.
Last year Becca Howes-Mischel left the
staff (but stayed on the Board) as she pursues a doctorate at New York University.
RESIST welcomed Yafreisy Mejia to the
staff. Yafreisy previously worked at the
Boston Women's Fund, where she also
served as a Young Sister for Justice.

Moving Forward Together
The build-up to the 2004 elections is now
in full swing. It is tempting for many of us
who are progressives to be cynical of the

entire electoral process. While participating in elections can never substitute for
mass organizing and long-term movementbuilding across multiple issues, we need
to realize that those who win elections, and
obviously even those who don't, wield
enormous power enabling them to shape
this country and the world for decades to
come. It is clear that the imperialist war and
the new Bush Doctrine of preemptive strike
and a government "of the wealthy, by the
wealthy and for the wealthy" will continue
unless they are effectively challenged.
Progressives, _therefore, cannot afford
to be cynical. And we need to hold accountable not only those who we fundamentally
disagree with but especially those who
claim to present an alternative. We need to
be involved in voter education and voter
registration particularly working with
underrepresented sections of our population such as immigrants, people of color,
women, low income workers, and those who
live in poverty.
We cannot let stand the centrist message that the country is split down the
middle and, therefore, that the Left's social
and economic justice message won't resonate with folks. We need to be involved in

"Get Out The Vote" efforts to ensure that
the majority of people that intrinsically
agree with us on the fundamentals-human rights, civil liberties, social and economic justice, and peace- will walk the
walk this year. If we are to reverse the disastrous direction we are headed in now,
and to achieve our hopes of a more just
and equitable society, both in the United
States and around the world, we need to
get moving on many fronts. RESIST is prepared to do our part- funding social
change activists and participating as part
of a movement for democracy, fairness and
justice for all.

Nikhil Aziz is the director of research at
Political Research Associates. Carol
Schachet edits the RESIST Newsletter
and, with Nikhil, is a member ofRESISTs
Board of Directors. The authors drew on
several progressive publications for this
piece including the RESIST Newsletter,
The Public Eye, The Nation, Foreign
Policy in Focus, PeaceWork, Utne
Reader, The Progressive, Economic
Justice News, and Sweatshop Watch,
and would like to thank colleagues at
PRA and RESISTfor their comments.

Following the Money
Answers -to Frequently Asked Questions about Giving to Resist
CYNTHIABARGAR
The process of donating money can be
daunting, particularly given the enormous
need and the array of groups asking for
support. When I make a contribution, I
want to maximize its impact, and be sure
that I'm investing in the kind.of work that
will make this world more just, healthy and
peaceful.
Thousands of groups exist, and many
of them send mail asking for money, time or
ideas. Some ofus support literally hundreds
of them and some pick just a few. Thankfully, many of us have chosen to support
RESIST.
Evaluating where to invest your funds
means asking a few questions. While the
Grant List (see pages 6-11) answers questions about who RESIST funds, the Q and
A below explains why contributing to RESIST is important. If we've missed a question that you have, please let us know.
Page 4

Where does RESIST grant funding go, and
why should this encourage my donation?
RESIST funds groups that engage in
multi-issue organizing and that see themselves as part of a broad struggle for social
change. RESIST actively searches for
groups that are taking risks and making
things happen. As small, emergent or merely
defiant, many of them do not have significant alternatives for raising money. These
are precisely the groups that need the backing of progressive funders in order to truly
challenge the status quo.
·
As a national foundation, RESIST funds
activist groups working in both urban and
rural communities. Sometimes we fund
groups with a statewide or a regional focus. For example, the Water Information
Network brings together environmental
and Native American activists to preserve
land rights and oppose radioactive waste
sites in New Mexico and West Texas. RESIST funds groups from Brunswick, GeorRESIST Newsletter

gia to Juneau, Alaska to Hamilton, Montana.
In order to track funding trends and to
describe their projects, RESIST lists grantees according to 15 different categories
(listed on page 7). Although they provide
a picture of the types of projects funded,
these categories are somewhat arbitrary.
RESIST wants to fund groups that don't
fit into just one category, but rather fit many
- because they engage in broad movement-building activism.
RESIST maintains a vigorous grant program, offering six funding cycles each year.
It's a lot of paper and a lot of meetings, but
the quick tum-around time helps small
groups keep up their cutting-edge work.

How much of its resources does RESIST
allocate to its programs?
"Resist has to be the most efficientfoundation on the planet. " RESIST Grantee,
Albany, CA
February/March 2004

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
RESIST allocates more than 70% of its
resources to its two programs: grants and
the Newsletter. This high percentage demonstrates the continued commitment to disburse money and information to activist
organizations across the country.
RESIST's programmatic expenses include technical assistance to grantees and
applicants, as well as comprehensive outreach campaigns to attract new applicants.
In addition to basic advice on grant writing and resource development, RESIST
staff members help grassroots groups form
networks with their allies. RESIST can·be
the gateway through which these groups
enter the world of grants and RESIST staff
often helps groups leverage their RESIST
grants into larger awards from bigger foundations.
While managing six funding cycles per
year, RESIST also publishes the Newsletter ten times each year. Besides offering
progressive analyses on current concerns,
the Newsletter frequently includes the
voices of RESIST grantees describing their
grassroots campaigns as they unfold. Individuals and groups often use the Newsletter to support their organizing and teachers use it in the classroom. Many university and government libraries hold the
Newsletter in their collections. Grantees
frequently tell us that the RESIST Newsletter keeps them connected and informed.
What are the administrative costs that
RESIST incurs?

"]feel like !get something ofvalue (the
educational Newsletter) in return and I
like the postage-paid envelopes. Your requests are reasonable in frequency. "
While we wish we could use 100% of
our funds for programs, we incur some basic overhead costs (e.g. rent, utilities and
telephones) in order to run an effective
foundation. Additionally, we have personnel costs associated with sustaining an
organizational infrastructure that supports
our grantees, our prospective grantees,
and our donors. Other foundations are
amazed that RESIST has been able to maintain its grantmaking and publish the N~sletter with only three staff members, thus
helping to minimize personnel costs. As a
movement organization, RESIST is committed to providing a responsible work place
with full benefits and a retirement plan.
Unlike many endowment-based foundaVol. 13, #2

"I want to support broad-based social change, and
RESIST makes it possible. It would be hard for me even
to find out about these groups. Thanks for doing the
hard work." (RESIST Pledge Contributor)
tions, RESIST raises its funds annually and
spends some money to solicit contributions. For all mailings and materials, RESIST uses union labor and recycled paper-putting our money where our political commitment is.
4. How does RESIST make funding
decisions?

"Its great to have an organization like
RESIST that believes what I believe, and
can put money to good use. "
RESIST funds small grassroots organizations with budgets of $125,000 or less
that are engaged in ongoing organizing for
economic, social and environmental justice. The grant guidelines and application
are available on RESIST's Web site at
www.resistinc.org, and by mail.

Groups submit a short application,
which the staff reviews for eligibility before sending to the entire Board of Directors for discussion and decision. RESIST
relies on the collective wisdom and experience of its Board of Directors to make decisions about allocating funds. Many Board
members are directly involved in the kind
of organizing work that RESIST supports.
Biographies of the Board members are included on the Web site and attest to the
breadth of knowledge, commitment and
activism this group represents.
How is RESIST different from other
foundations?

"Its the only way I know of to get my
money to really small, community-based
continued on page six

E

ach _year, man_y RESIST supporters honor their friends.colleagues,
family and mentors by making a contribution in their name. As is
our custom, RESIST acknowledges those individuals in the lists
below. RESIST celebrates the spirit and convictions of these
individuals, along with many others who remain unnamed but have affected
us-personally and as a movement-by their tenacity, humor, love and passion.

In Memory Of

In Honor Of

Elsie F. Archer
Bernice Augenbrown
Jack Cramer-Heuerman
Elizabeth "Bobsy" Draper
Mitchell Goodman
Milton Gross
Ken Hale
Theodore H. Harley
Leslie D 'Cora Holmes
Christopher Jenkins
Sidney Kahn
Audry Klapper
Marion Klapper
Sumitra Mankikar, Leela Kagal and
Vatsala Nadkarni
Paul Metzger
Freda Friedman Salzman
Josephine A. Willard
Alicia Wiley

Nathan Bergmann-Dean
Tom Blecher
Lisa First
Doris Gardner
Nancy Greenhouse
Cathy Hoffman and Betty Burkes
Kathy Jaeger
Howard Lipkin
Louis Kampf
Max Mastellone
Eric Smith and Kelly Flowers
Fred Pincus & Natalie Sokoloff
Nicole Vadnais
Liz Walker
James Whitters
Steve and Jeanne Wishengrad

RESIST Newsletter
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Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
continuedfrom page five

groups working for social change"
As a foundation RESIST is unique because we are part of the movements we
fund. Our organizational history, our attitudes and ethos match those of our grantees. RESIST began in 1967 as part of the
anti-war movement and gradually shifted
its mission and identity from a frontline
activist organization to a support center
with funding, political education, and technical assistance components. Although
RESIST now plays an important role in progressive philanthropy, we continue to maintain our activist roots.
Money and power usually work handin-hand-but not at RESIST. As a radical
foundation, RESIST treats all donors
equally, regardless of wealth or income.
That means contributors who donate $10 a
month receive just about the same attention as those who contribute thousands of
dollars a year. Since its founding, RESIST
has operated with the belief that donors
will give according to their ability, and RESIST doesn't make telephone calls; or give
special gifts to big contributors. We trust
our donors' political and financial commitment and appreciate all gifts.
Another key difference is that RESIST
has no super-endowment. Individuals
committed to social change donate to RESIST, and the money raised goes back on
the streets to support activism. RESIST
relies on individual donors to maintain a
vigorous grant-making program.
Finally, RESIST shares internal power
differently than many other foundations;
staff members at RESIST are also voting
members of the Board of Directors.

Who donates to RESIST?
"I love the mentality of resistance to
the prevailing norm "
"I distrust large liberal organizations
that rely on politicians and lobbyists "
"I like the broad sweep of your work,
and especially value your support of antiracist organizing "
Our donors truly reflect the range of
philanthropy in the activist community and
give anywhere from $10 per year up to tensof-thousands per year. In 2003, the average yearly contribution to RESIST was approximately $97. Most contributors give
from their income although some donors
contribute stock, make bequests or donate
Page 6

API-Force empowers Asian and Pacific Islanders to demand justice, including forced
deportation of immigrants. Photo courtesy of API-Force

from invested funds.
In 2003, RESIST received contributions
from 3,631 individuals, including 669 people
who are part of the pledge program. One
prisoner sent in a contribution for a gift
subscription for a friend. Many contributors have been (or currently are) grant recipients as well. Some of our donors have
been pledging for over 35 years; others are
young activists and RESIST represents
their first taste of philanthropy.

Is RESIST a public foundation or a private
foundation.and what is the difference?
"You have been one of the most supportive foundations for social justice we
have encountered. "RESIST Grantee, Cincinnati, OH
RESIST is a public foundation. Essentially, the difference between public and
private is one of accountability and
sustainability. Legally, RESIST is accountable to its Board of Directors. Practically,
RESIST is accountable to and sustained
by its contributors. As a public foundation, RESIST raises its funds from "the
public" rather than private corporations or
a single wealthy family.
As a public foundation, RESIST is a non. profit corporation and contributions are
fully tax-deductible.
In addition to pledges and direct gifts, are
there other options for giving to RESIST?
Although pledges and direct gifts are
the most common options for giving to
RESIST, we gladly accept donations of
RESIST Newsletter

stock or mutual funds. By donating to RESIST, contributors can avoid paying taxes
on dividends, and as a non-profit, RESIST
does not have to pay them either. Additionally, some contributors want to make
sure that their political activism continues .
beyond their lifetime. By making a bequest
to RESIST or naming RESIST as a beneficiary on a retirement plan or insurance
policy, donors can make a significant impact for ongoing social change.
RESIST also currently manages three
legacy funds , which support specific RESIST funding categories of interest to the
donors. The start-up cost of these funds is
$10,000 and they must fit within the overall
funding principles and guidelines of RESIST. As with all RESIST grantmaking, the
Board of Directors makes the decisions
about which applicants receive grants from
these legacy funds .
If donors indicate a preference for participating in donor-designated grantmaking,
RESIST will refer them to other foundations
offering that option. Our primary concern
remains providing much-needed resources
to grassroots activists.

Cynthia Bargar, a RESIST Board
member, is a fund raising consultant and
a long-time contributor to RESIST. Unless
otherwise noted, the quotes above come
from 2002 survey responses. For
information about how to contribute
stocks, make planned gifts or set up a
legacy fund, please contact Carol
Schachet at RESIST, 2 59 Elm Street,
Somerville, MA 02144;
carols@resistinc.org; (617) 623-5110.
February/March 2004

2003 RESIST Grantees by Category
Activists Challenge Rlegitmate Authority and Demand Justice
Africa/Asia/International
Asians and Pacific Islanders for Community
Empowerment (API-Force) (San Francisco, CA) $3,000 to mobilize Southeast
Asian and ally communities to oppose
INS detention and deportation policies.
Network in Solidarity with the People of
the Philippines (New York, NY) $2,000
to build opposition to US intervention
in the Philippines and to offer solidarity
to the Filipino people's struggle for peace.
Nodutdol for Korean Community Development (Woodside, NY) $3,000 to build a
politically active Korean community.
PINTIG Cultural Group (Chicago, IL) $3,000
for a Filipino American cultural organization using theater to challenge stereotyping.
Southeast Asian Freedom Network (Long
Beach, CA) $3,000 for a coalition that mobilizes Southeast Asian communities to
oppose deportations and build a new
Southeast Asian youth movement.

Central, Latin America & the Caribbean
Bay Area CISPES (San Francisco, CA)
$1,500 for an anti-corporate organizing
campaign around the effects of economic globalization.
Committ~e on US/Latin American Relations
(CUSLAR) (Ithaca, NY) $3,000 to examine US military and economic policies in
Latin America and the Caribbean.
SOA Watch/Northeast (Philadelphia, PA)
$3 ,000 to build a unified movement
against the School of the Americas and
to create links with other campaigns.

Community Organizing/Anti-Racism
Bitterroot Human Rights Alliance
(Hamilton, MT) $3,000 to challenge intolerance in the Bitterroot Valley
through increased visibility and collaborations of progressive organizations.
Border Action Network (Tucson, AZ)
$1,000 to challenge the institutional racism and other systemic problems that
exist within the Border Patrol through
public education and trainings.
Center for Justice, Peace, and Environment
(Fort Collins, CO) $1 ,000 for a community-based organization working for social change in Northern Colorado.
Vol. 13, #2

Grant Distribution
By Category*
#

Community Organizing/ 27

Sisters in Action for Power are a force to
be reckoned with in Portland, Oregon.
Photo courtesy of Sisters in Action

Center for Political Education (San Francisco, CA) $1,500 for group which seeks
to build social movements through education, analysis, dialogue and action.
Citizen's Alert (Chicago, IL) $2,000 for a
police watchdog group that works to
make law enforcement accountable to
the communities they work in.
Citizens for Justice, Equality, and Fairness
(Dandridge, TN) $3,000 for a predominantly rural African-American grassrQots
group working to eliminate racism and
other forms of oppression.
Coalition for the Human Rights of Immigrants (CHRI)M (New York, NY) $3,000
to change US laws and policies that
marginalize immigrant communities, including work opposing INS detention
center policies.
Community Alliance of Lane County
(CALC) (Eugene, OR) $3,000 to highlight INS abuses and counter xenophobic stereotyping.
Eviction Free Zone (Cambridge, MA) $2,000
to advocate for affordable housing, immigrant rights and economic justice.
Human Dignity Coalition (Bend, OR) $3,000
·to address issues of racism, sexism and
homophobia in Central Oregon.
Interfaith Alliance of Idaho (Boise, ID)
$2,000 to challenge Idaho communities
to combat increased activism by white
supremacy organizations.
Malcolm X Grassroots Movement (Brooklyn, NY) $1,000 to establish nightly patrols to observe police interactions with
community residents.
Montgomery Transportation Coalition
(Montgomery, AL) $1,500 to challenge
the racism and classism governing the
RESIST Newsletter

Anti-Racism
Economic Justice
16
Youth
16
Prisoners
13
Environment
12
Peace/Anti-militarism 12
Women
9
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual 7
Trans gender
Health/AIDS/Disability 6
Labor
6
Africa/Asia/International 5
Media/Culture
5
Central/Latin America
3
& the Caribbean
Middle East
3
Native American
1
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(%)
(19)

(11)
(11)
(9)

(8)
(8)
(6)
(5)

(4)
(4)
"(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(1)

141 (100)

* NOTE: These divisions do not accurately portray the inter-connectedness of many issues. Generally speaking, grants are organized according
to the project or campaign rather than
the sponsoring group itself. For example, a youth-driven program sponsored by a GLBT organization would
be listed under "Youth" rather than
"GLBT."

Montgomery public bus system by
opening transportation planning decisions to greater public participation.
Morgan Village Community Center (Camden,
NJ) $1,500 to give residents more control over their neighborhood and engage
residents in social justice issues.
National Conference for Community & Justice (Knoxville, TN) $2,000 to empower
emerging leaders to create inclusive and
just communities by opposing bias, bigotry and racism.
National Lawyers Guild- Massachusetts
(Boston, MA) $2,000 for the 9-11
Project, which documents and publicizes
continued on page eight
Page 7
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the detention of immigrants.
Proyecto Hondurefio (Chelsea, MA) $2,000
for an organization that empowers Honduran immigrant communities to organize for more humane immigration policies and immigrant worker's rights.
Reclaiming our Origins Through Struggle
(ROOTS) (Portland, OR) $1,500 for a
grassroots community group organizing for racial and economic justice.
Rights for All People (Denver, CO) $2,000
for staff support of a group organizing
immigrants and their allies to achieve
justice, dignity and human rights for immigrant rights in Colorado.
Rogers' Park Community Action Network
(Chicago, IL) $1,500 to help rebuild a
grassroots organization working for affordable housing, tenant rights and economic justice.
Salem/Keizer Coalition for Equality (Sal~m,
OR) $1,500 to involve minority and lowincome parents and mobilize community
members for educational equality.
South Carolina Progressive Network (Columbia, SC) $3,000 for a multi-racial,
multi-issue coalition that works to create a grassroots mechanism for affecting state public policy.
South Memphis Alliance (Memphis, TN)
$1,000 for an organization dedicated to
building civic engagement in the urban
neighborhoods of Memphis.
Texas Alliance for Human NeedsM (Austin,
TX) $3,000 for an organization dedicated
to supporting low-income community
organizing initiatives.
Union de Vecinos (Los Angeles, CA) $2,500
to hire and train public housing and lowincome residents to be organizers within
their own communities.
Utah Progressive Network (UPNet)M (Salt
Lake City, UT) $3,000 to build collective
power for progressive social change in
Utah through a multi-issue, multi-constituency coalition.
Wisconsin Research Center for Pluralism
(Milwaukee, WI) $3,000 to document
and counter activities by right-wing
groups through public education and
organizing campaigns.

Economic Justice
Action for Social and Ecological Justice
(Burlington, VT) $1,000 to support working-class and indigenous communities
in the Northeast to organize in response
Page 8

Alternative media and radio stations help
build communities and challenge
mainstream interpretations. Photo courtesy
of Prometheus Radio Project

to global trade pacts.
Community Alliance for Global Justice (Seattle, WA) $2,000 for a project that connects the economic and environmental
impacts of the FTAA shared by local
communities and communities in Central America.
Contact CenterM (Cincinnati, OH) $3,000 to
provide leadership training, skill development and power analysis to low- and
moderate-income people.
Eugene- Springfield Solidarity Network (Eugene, OR) $2,500 to oppose the
privatization oflocal public services.
Kaw Valley Living Wage Alliance (Lawrence,
KS) $1,000 to pass a citywide ordinance
requiring corporations to pay employees
enough to keep them out of poverty.
Ohio Empowerment CoalitionE(Cincinnati,
OH) $300 to counter child care subsidy
cuts and the termination of parent Medicaid coverage for working parents.
People Escaping Poverty Project
(Moorehead, MN) $3,000 for an organization that seeks to address the root
causes of poverty and build leadership
for area low-income people.
Policy Institute (Helena, MT) $3,000 for a
progressive policy think-tank that provides support and expertise for activists.
Richmond Coalition for a Living Wage
(Richmond, VA) $2,500 to build and
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strengthen a coalition of low-income
community organizations working toward passing a city Living Wage.
Santa Barbara Coalition for a Living Wage
(Santa Barbara, CA) $2,000 for the Neighborhood Committee Program that will enhance on-going organizing for a living
wage campaign.
STARC Alliance: Students Transforming
and Resisting Corporations (Portland,
OR) $1,000 to train young activists to
organize against corporate control globally and on local campuses.
Survivors, Inc.M (Mattapan, MA) $3,000 for
a group that works to mobilize a welfare
rights constituency to work toward more
humane social policies.
Tompkins County Living Wage Coalition
(Ithaca, NY) $1,500 to provide support
for low-income workers to negotiate for
living wages and worker solidarity.
Vermont Workers Center (Montpelier, VT)
$3,000 to build community support for
organizing in nursing homes, hospitals
and other facilities.
Welfare Warriors (Milwaukee, WI) $1,500
for a multi-racial group of mothers in
poverty creating a voice to change welfare policy and practice.
Worcester Homeless Action Committee
(Worcester, MA) $500 to increase citywide awareness about the shortage of
housing for low-income communities.

Environmental
Alaska Women's Environmental NetworkM
(Anchorage,AK) $3,000 to promote rural, Native, and urban women's leadership in Alaskan conservation efforts.
Cascadia Wildlands Project (Eugene, OR)
$2,000 to oganize communities to take
action against destructive land management in their area.
Center for Environmental Equity (Portland,
OR) $2,000 for organization which advocates for people, communities and
natural resources burdened by environmental hazards and degradation.
Center for Environmental PoliticsM
(Missoula, MT) $3,000 to advance environmental values through citizen participation and political accountability
projects.
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive
DumpingM (Albuquerque, NM) $3,000
to monitor and organize around the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, an undercontinued on page nine
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ground repository for weapons-generated,
plutonium-contaminated waste.
Citizens for Safe Water Around BadgerM
(Merrimac, WI) $3,000 for an organization
working on clean up oftoxic waste at Badger Army Ammunition Plant and creation
of healthy sustainable re-use plans.
Gateway Green Alliance (St. Louis, MO)
$2,000 to bring attention to the interconnected issues of ecology, racism and war.
Glynn Environmental Coalition (Brunswick,
GA) $2,000 to end toxic releases and
clean up toxic sites in minority and lowincome neighborhoods.
Institute for Social Ecology- Biotechnology Project (Plainfield, VT) $2,000 for
group connecting the fight against genetically engineered foods to the wider
movement to confront corporate-driven
globalization.
Kingsport Citizens for a Cleaner Environment (Kingsport, TN) $2,500 to organize
area residents to compel municipal waste
operators and corporate polluters to
control hazardous air emissions.
Sand Mountain Concerned Citizens
(Pisgah, AL) $1,000 for an organization
challenging agribusiness's attempts to
weaken environmental regulations on
corporate hog farming.
Water Information NetworkM (Albuquerque, NM) $3,000 to support a rural organizing campaign to stop coal strip
mines and uranium mining, oppose radioactive waste sites and work on border environmental issues.
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexualffransgender
Gay Asian and Pacific Islander Men ofNew
York (New York, NY) $2,000 for a regional
conference oflesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender pan-Asian Pacific American
groups and individuals entitled "Queer
Asian Legacy" designed to develop an
APA organizing strategy.
Love Makes a Family, Inc. (Portland, OR)
$2,000 to develop linkages between
queer and peace activists for cross-issue organizing campaigns.
Maine Lesbian & Gay Political Alliance
Foundation (Portland, ME) $2,500 to create and sustain a network of5,000 local
leaders across the state that will be used
to help secure legal protections statewide.
New York Association for Gender Rights
Advocacy (New York, NY) $1,500 for a
Vol. 13, #2

Disabled Rights Action
Committee (Salt Lake City,
UT) $2,000 for a disability
rights organization engaged in direct action and
civil disobedience to ensure fair housing, health
care choices and access to
transportation and businesses.
Vermont Citizens Campaign
for Health (Brattleboro, VT)
$1,500 to develop a statewide coalition working towards enacting universal
access to health care.
The Student Farmworker Alliance helped support a boycott
of Taco Bell on college campuses in solidarity with farm
workers. Photo courtesy of Coalition oflmmolokee Workers

project that will mobilize transgendered
and gender-variant people to end discrimination and violence toward gendernon-conforming peoples.
Project 100/The Hartford Community
CenterE(Hartford, CT) $300 to organize
parents, teachers and students to respond to the verbal and physical abuse
suffered by GLBTQ youth and to force
the Hartford Board of Education to take
action to stop such abuse. ·
Queers for Economic Justice (New York,
NY) $3,000 to demonstrate the impact
that welfare reform, homelessness and
other economic issues have had on
LGBTQ people.
Safe Community and Schools Coalition
(Athens, OH) $2,000 to oppose homophobia in local schools and to provide support for GLBT youth.
Health/AIDS/Disability
ACT UP Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA)
$3,000 for a group which fights the global
AIDS pandemic by addressing the basic health disparities and social injustices which perpetuate the epidemic.
ADAPT- Colorado (Denver, CO) $3,000 for
an organization that challenges barriers
to the enactment of disability rights
through direct action and legislation;
and $2,000 to enable members to participate in a march for access to in-home care.
Community HIV/AIDS Mobilization for
Power (CHAMP) (Brooklyn, NY) $3,000
to address the critical need to build an
effective movement bridging HIV/AIDS
human rights and struggles for social
and economic justice.
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Labor

Black Workers for Justice
(Rocky Mount, NC) $3,000 for a workplace-based group building a new rankand-file labor movement in the US
South.
Jobs with Justice- Washington State (Seattle, WA) $2,000 for a campaign that
connects US foreign militarism with domestic assaults on workers' rights.
Latino Union of Chicago (Chicago, IL)
$2,000 to challenge the exploitation of
non-unionized immigrant day laborers.
Peace Through Interamerican Community
ActionM (Bangor, ME) $3,000 for an organization engaged in anti-sweatshop,
labor rights and solidarity organizing.
Student/FarmworlcerAlliance (Immokalee, FL)
$3,000 for the "Deconstructing the Bell"
campaign, pressuring corporations to
influence Taco Bell to confront the exploitative working conditions of its migrant farm workers.
Support Team International for Textileras
{STITCH)M (Washington, DC) $3,000 for
network ofUS women engaged in crossborder labor organizing.

Media/Culture
Activist San Diego (San Diego, CA) $2,000
to strengthen cyber-activism through a
weekly e-Newsletter.
Albuquerque Center for Peace and Justice
(Albuquerque, NM) $2,500 for the redesign, printing, and distribution of the
group's monthly newsletter.
Arab American Anti-Discrimination Committee- NY (New York, NY) $2,000 for a
Media Guide with specific Palestine-Israel modules to help grassroots activcontinued on page ten
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ists organize against anti-Arab bias in
mainstream media.
Independent Media Center (Philadelphia,
PA) $3,000 for the Radio Volta Webcast
Station, which provides political content from a leftist perspective.
Toward Freedom (Burlington, VT) $1,500
for the Independent Media Convergence Project which brings together activists, advocates and progressive media workers.
MiddleEast
Jewish Women for Justice in Israel/
PalestineE (Jamaica Plain, MA) $300 to
print leaflets as part of a campaign which
seeks to end the Israeli occupation of
Palestinian lands.
US Campaign to Free Mordechai Vanunu
(Tucson, AZ) $2,000 to challenge the
proliferation of nuclear weapons within
the US and its allies, and to secure the
release of Mordechai Vanunu, imprisoned for blowing the whistle on Israel's
undeclared nuclear weapons.
Vermonters for a Just Peace in Palestine/
Israel (Burlington, VT) $1,800 to counteract biased media reporting to promote
the equality and safety of both Palestinians and Israelis.
Native American/Indigenous Peoples
Building Roads in Diverse Groups Empowering Students (BRIDGES) (Grand Forks,
ND) $1,000 to raise awareness of the
interrelated issues of racism and sports
mascots based upon the use of the UND
mascot the "Fighting Sioux."
Peace/Anti-Militarism
Action for Community and Ecology in the
Regions of Central America (ACERCA)
(Burlington, VT) $2,000 for solidarity organizing against the "War on Terrorism"
through an analysis of the connections
between the ecological and human
rights impacts of war.
Ann Arbor Area Committee for Peace (Ann
Arbor, Ml) $1,500 for a campaign designed to influence debate around war
and the economy with the goal of creating an informed and active electorate.
Appalachian Peace and Justice Network
(Athens, OH) $1,500 for a group engaged in peace and anti-war organizing
in Appalachian Ohio.
Critical MASSE (Cambridge, MA) $300 for
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an anti-war conference designed to
bring together Boston-area high school
and college students.
Idaho Peace Coalition (Boise, ID) $600 for
an organization which trains people in
the practice of active nonviolence and
organizes nonviolent action to promote
peace and justice.

Prisoners
California Coalition for Battered Women in
Prison (San Francisco, CA) $1,000 to
strengthen the infrastructure of group
highlighting the connections between
domestic violence and incarceration.
California Prison Focus (San Francisco,
CA) $3,000 to expose and challenge human rights abuses in the state
prison system. Mike Reigle

Tribute Grant

Members of the Idaho Peace Coalition stage a "die in"
on the steps of the Capitol in Boise to protest US
militarism. Photo courtesy of the Idaho Peace Coalition

Nebraskans for Peace (Lincoln, NE) $1,500
for a grassroots advocacy organization
working nonviolently for peace with justice through community building, education and political action.
North Carolina Coalition for Peace and Justice (Durham, NC) $1,500 for a statewide
conference to build a more cohesive progressive movement.
Peace Action New MexicoM (Santa Fe, NM)
$3,000 for peace organization which engages in local organizing opposing military build up and intervention.
Peace and Justice Center of Eastern Maine
(Bangor, ME) $3,000 to link individuals
and groups concerned with peace, social justice and environmental issues in
Eastern Maine.
Stepstone Center (Carbondale, CO) $3,000
to educate and empower community
members to mobilize against the war in
Iraq and US militarism.
WESPAC Foundation (White Plains, NY)
$2,000 for group that works on issues
involving criminal justice reform, fair
trade, indigenous peoples' rights and
an examination of structural racism in
the peace movement.
Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom- Central (Montpelier, VT)
$2,000 for an organization working for
peace, in opposition to militarism and
towards social and economic justice.
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Campaign to End the Death
Penalty (Chicago, Il.,) $1,500 for
an organization working to
build public awareness and opposition to the death penalty.
Coalition for Prisoners' RightsM
(Santa Fe, NM) $3,000 to challenge the social and economic
injustice inherent in the criminal justice system.
Committee on Prison Accountability (Albuquerque, NM)
$3,000 to strengthen the infrastructure of a group that orga-

nizes families for systemic prison reform.
Education Not IncarcerationE (Oakland,
CA) $300 to hold a rally at the state Capitol for students, teachers, parents and others to call for restoration of education
funding and cuts to prison spending.
Federal CURE (Reynoldsburg, OH) $2,000
for production and distribution costs of
a quarterly newsletter about issues confronting the federal prison community.
Free Rosario Munoz Committee (Los Angeles, CA) $1,000 for a group opposing
the California "No Parole Policy" and
advocating for the rights of incarcerated battered women.
Ohioans to Stop Executions (Columbus,
OH) $2,000 to mobilize communities
across Ohio to oppose the death penalty.
Prison Activist Resource Center (Berkeley,
CA) $3,000 for an organization that seeks
to address and counter the escalating
prison-industrial complex.
Prison and Jail ProjectM (Americus, GA)
$3,000 to challenge southwest Georgia's
corrupt and racist criminal justice system.
Prisoner Information Network (Salt Lake
City, UT) $1,000 for a group which works
with prisoners and their families in order
to access information and advocate for
changes in the criminal justice system.
Task Force on Money, Education and Prisons Inc. Madison WI $1 500 for an
continued on page eleven
February/March 2004
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organization drawing attent10n to the
need for prison reform in Wisconsin
through a bi-monthly newsletter.

Women
Alaska Pro-Choice Alliance (Anchorage,
AK) $1,000 for a group organizing for
reproductive rights and abortion access
across geographically and ethnically
diverse communities statewide.
Appalachian Women's Alliance (Floyd,
VA) $3,000 for a multi-ethnic women's
organization that organizes communities
across Appalachia for social justice. Ken

Hale Tribute Grant
Colorado NARAL Foundation (Denver, CO)
$2,000 for an outreach campaign about
Emergency Contraception as part of a
broader plan to improve women's ability to access reproductive health care.
Georgians for Choice (Atlanta, GA) $3,000
to increase women's ability to access
reproductive healtp. services and serve as
an organizing hub for Georgia's repro- ·
ductive rights community.
Hermanas: Sisterhood in Central America
and the Caribbean (Princeton, NJ) $3,000
for a diverse coalition working to end
the blockade of Cuba ·a nd to forge an
anti-racist, anti-imperialist women's
movement in the US.
Juneau Pro-Choice Coalition (Juneau, AK)
$2,500 for an organization which focuses
on direct action and educatioq. to preserve a women's right to self-determination over her reproductive life.
NARAL- Wyoming (Laramie, WY) $1,500
for an organization working to improve
access to reproductive health care.
Religious Coalition for Reproductive
Choice of Massachusetts (Brookline,
MA) $2,000 to provide information and
analysis for organizing around reproductive rights from a religious perspective.
Women of Color Alliance (Meridian, ID)
$3,000 to develop an institutional foundation for social change activism led by
and on behalf of women of color.

Youth
3rd EyE Youth Empowerment (New Bedford,
MA) $3,000 to support a youth activist
organization which builds skills and
leadership.
Centro Community Service Organization
(Los Angeles, CA) $2,500 to organize
students and parents to oppose overVol. 13, #2

crowding, school-based military recruitment, and other issues that affect them.
Coalition for Asian Pacific American Youth
(Boston, MA) $2,000 for political education programs for APA youth that
raise awareness of systems of oppression manifested through globalization
and the prison industrial complex.
Community Youth Organizing Campaign
(Philadelphia, PA) $2,500 for community
organizing in Philadelphia's Chinatown
with indigenous workers.
Florida College Activist Conference (Orlando, FL) $2,000 for an alliance of progressive activists to work locally on
statewide campaigns, train new organizers and provide access to resources.
Idaho Progressive Student Alliance (Boise,
ID) $3,000 for a coordinator who will
maintain communication within a statewide organization of college students
and community members.
Latinos Unidos Siempre (Salem, OR) $3,000
for a Latino youth organization which
seeks to challenge institutionalized racism, sexism and homophobia.
No End Run Committee (Portland, OR) $3,000
to organize students and parents to oppose the No Child Left Behind Act's requirement that school districts report
names of students to military recruiters.
Progressive South Asian Exchange Net
(New York, NY) $3,000 for the Youth Solidarity Summer that educates and organizes South Asian youth to mobilize

around issues of social inequality.
Project on Youth and Non-Military Opportunities (Project YANO)M (Encinitas,
CA) $3,000 for counter-recruitment campaigns highlighting non-military alternatives for job training; education and
community service.
Quilombo Collective NYC (New York, NY)
$2,000 for a radical summer program that
focuses on popular education for working class youth of color.
Reflect and Strengthen (Dorchester, MA)
$2,500 for the "What's the 411" political
education program which develops the
organizing skills, leadership capacity
and political analysis of young low-income women in Boston.
RESYST Seattle (Seattle, WA) $3,000 to
train queer youth as activists through
anti-oppression retreats, facilitator and
social justice trainings.
Student Environmental Action Coalition
(Philadelphia, PA) $2,000 to better centralize a national movement for environmental and social justice.
Ventura County Arts for Action (Ventura,
CA) $3,000 for a multi-racial, mixed income collective working to engage local
youth in economic and social justice
projects impacting their communities.
Youth Organizing CommunitiesM (Los
Angeles, CA) $3,000 for a youth-driven
organization fighting for educational justice and an end to the Prison Industrial
Complex.

Geographic Grant Distribution in 2003
Region

-/1.

Northwest
(CO, ID, MT, OR,

(%)

32 (22.7)

UT,WA,WY)

Northeast

West

23 (16.3)

(CT, MA, ME, VT)
Mid-Atlantic
(DC, NJ, NY, PA)
Midwest
(IL, IA, KS, MI, MO,

21

(14.9)

21

(14.9)

MidAtlantic/DC

Southwest
6%

Midwest

South

15%

11%

OH,WI)

South

Other

16 (11.3)

(AR, FL, GA, NC,
1N,SC,VA)

West(CA)
Southwest

16 (11.3)
9 (6.4)

24%

16%

(AZ,NM, TX)

Other

3

(2.1)

(Alaska)

10TAL

141 (100)
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RESIST awards grants six times a year to
groups throughout the United States engaged in activism for social and economic
justice. In this issue of the Newsletter we
list a few grant recipients from our February 2004 allocation cycle. For information,
contact the groups at the addresses below.

A Slice of Rice
93 Massachusetts Avenue, 3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02115
www. as liceofrice. org
In 1996, A Slice of Rice was founded in
response to the lack of supportive programming for Asian Pacific Islander queer
youth. The organization now focuses on
political education surrounding policies
of the United States that perpetually attack
the poor and marginalized; publishes a
bi-monthly magazine; and holds monthly
events that provide youth with the tools
necessary to take action together.
A RESIST grant of $3,000 provide
general support for work to increase the
visibility of API queer youth and to
engage youth in a political analysis
which links the issues of race, sexualtiy,
class and gender.

9 to 5 Colorado
655 Broadway, Suite 400
Denver, CO 80203
www.9to5colorado.org
9to5 Colorado, an autonomous statewide
chapter of 9 to 5 National Association of
Working Women, formed in 1996. It organizes women directly affected by welfare,
child care, low-wage jobs, contingent
work, unemployment, and workplace
discrimination. In the past year, 9to5
Colorado has s~ccessfully pressured
Denver to restore some child care assistance and prevent further low-income
child care cuts this calendar year.
A RESIST grant of $3,000 will fund
efforts to increase low-wage/low-income
Colorado women's participation in the
electoral process.

Alaska Youth for
Environmental Action

•
•

,

AYEA is a high school environmental
education and leadership program and

Join the Resist Pledge Program!

:
We'd like you to consider
•
becoming a Resist Pledge.
•• Pledges account for over 30%
:
of our income.

So take the plunge and become a
Resist Pledge! We count on you,and
the groups we fund count on us.
I II send you my pledge of $__
every month/quarter/six months/year
(please circle one).

••
••
••

•

By becoming a pledge, you help guarantee
Enclosed is an initial pledge
Resist a fixed and dependable source of
contribution
of$___ .
income on which we can build our grantmaking program. In return, we will send
Please automatically deduct my
you a monthly pledge letter and reminder
pledge from my credit card (below).
along with your newsletter. We will also
I can t join the pledge program
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
now, but here s a contribution of
have funded and the other work being
$___ to support your work.
done at Resist.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2003 Grant Totals

•

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone Number (for confirmation only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Visa/Master Card# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•

Resist • 259 Elm Street • Somerville • MA • 02144. Donations are tax-deductible.

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Athens Living Wage Coalition
PO Box 1225
Athens, GA 30603-0365
In January 2003, the Athens Living Wage
Coalition was formed by a group of University of Georgia students and community
activists to work for the passage of a
living wage ordinance. Historically a
conservative town, the newly elected
mayor has mentioned a living wage as a
potential measure to combat poverty in
the community, providing a window of
opportunity for the Athens Living Wage
Coalition to build support for the passage of a living wage ordinance.
A RESIST grant of $3,000 will be used
for general support in the coalition's
efforts to engage low-wage workers and
community members in the campaign for
a living wage.

75 0 West 2nd Avenue, Suite 200
Anchorage, AK 99501
www. nwf org/earthtomorrow/alaska

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
•

works to build youth environmental
leadership. More than 500 young Alaskans have taken part in the AYEA educational program and, using the training
provided, have implemented 20 conservation projects and campaigns addressing
pesticides, cruise ship pollution, air quality, water quality, wild lands conservation, and recycling.
Because of the state's vast natural
resources, Alaska is the subject of many
state and national level environmental
policies. A RESIST grant of$3,000 will
fund the AYEA Civics and Conservation
Summit, which will help emerging student
environmental leaders to take an active
role in the environmental decisions.
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GrantAwards: ...................... $254,400
Multi-Year Grants: ................. $51,000
Emergency Grants: .................. $1,500
NWTRCC: ........................... $6,273.80
Donor-Directed grant to the National
War Tax Resistance Coordinating
Committee
Total Amount of Grants
and Loans: ................... $313,173.80
Total Number: .............................. 142
February/March 2004

